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a b s t r a c t
We present the RFuzzy framework, a Prolog-based tool for representing and reasoning with
fuzzy information. The advantages of our framework in comparison to previous tools along
this line of research are its easy, user-friendly syntax, and its expressivity through the
availability of default values and types.
In this approach we describe the formal syntax, the operational semantics and the
declarative semantics of RFuzzy (based on a lattice). A least model semantics, a least ﬁxpoint semantics and an operational semantics are introduced and their equivalence is proven. We provide a real implementation that is free and available. (It can be downloaded
from http://babel.ls.ﬁ.upm.es/software/rfuzzy/.) Besides implementation details, we also
discuss some actual applications using RFuzzy.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Logic programming [18] has been successfully used in knowledge representation and reasoning for decades. However, a
serious drawback is the lack of an easy and user-friendly way to represent vague world information. Indeed, world data is not
always perceived in a crisp way. Information that we gather might be imperfect, uncertain, or fuzzy in some other way.
Hence the management of uncertainty and fuzziness is very important in knowledge representation.1
Over time, a great quantity of frameworks for incorporating uncertainty (in the sense of fuzziness) in logic programming
have been proposed. Alas, only few of them resulted in actually usable tools. Since logic programming is traditionally used in
knowledge representation and reasoning, we argue (as in [40]) that it is perfectly well-suited to implement a fuzzy reasoning
tool as ours.
1.1. Fuzzy approaches in logic programming
Introducing fuzzy logic into logic programming resulted in the development of several fuzzy systems over Prolog. These
systems replace its inference mechanism, SLD-resolution, with a fuzzy variant that is able to handle partial truth. Most of
these systems implement the fuzzy resolution introduced by Lee [16], as the Prolog-Elf system [10], the FRIL Prolog system
[2] and the F-Prolog language [17]. However, there is no common method for fuzzifying Prolog, as noted in [39].
Some of these Fuzzy Prolog systems only consider fuzziness on predicates whereas other systems consider fuzzy facts or
fuzzy rules. There is no agreement about which fuzzy logic should be used. Most of them use min–max logic (for modelling
the conjunction and disjunction operations), other systems just use Łukasiewicz logic [12].2
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 646465267; fax: +34 913363669.
E-mail addresses: susana@ﬁ.upm.es (S. Munoz-Hernandez), vpablos@ﬁ.upm.es (V. Pablos-Ceruelo), hannes.strass@alumnos.upm.es (H. Strass).
1
‘‘Is there a need for fuzzy logic” is an issue with a long history of spirited discussions and debate, as pointed out by Zadeh [52]. A better explanation on why
it is needed can be found there.
2
A good survey on many-valued logics (Gödel logics, Łukasiewicz logic, Product logic) can be found in [6,7].
0020-0255/$ - see front matter Ó 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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There is also an extension of constraint logic programming [3], which can model logics based on semiring structures. This
framework can model min–max fuzzy logic, which is the only logic with semiring structure. Another theoretical model for
fuzzy logic programming without negation has been proposed by Vojtáš [49], which deals with many-valued implications.
1.2. Fuzzy Prolog
One of the most promising fuzzy tools for Prolog was the ‘‘Fuzzy Prolog” system [48,5]. The most important advantages in
comparison to the other approaches are:
1. A truth value is represented as a ﬁnite union of sub-intervals on [0, 1]. An interval is a particular case of union of one element, and a unique truth value (a real number) is a particular case of having an interval with only one element.
2. A truth value is propagated through the rules by means of an aggregation operator. The deﬁnition of this aggregation operator is general and it subsumes conjunctive operators (triangular norms [14] like min, prod, etc.), disjunctive operators
[46] (triangular co-norms, like max, sum, etc.), average operators (averages as arithmetic average, quasi-linear average,
etc) and hybrid operators (combinations of the above operators [38]).
3. Crisp and fuzzy reasoning are consistently combined [24].
Fuzzy Prolog adds fuzziness to a Prolog compiler using CLP ðRÞ instead of implementing a new fuzzy resolution method,
as other former fuzzy Prolog systems do. It represents intervals as constraints over real numbers and aggregation operators as
operations with these constraints. Thus, Prolog’s built-in inference mechanism is used to handle the concept of partial truth.
1.3. RFuzzy approach motivation
Over the last few years several papers have been published by Medina et al. [31,32,30] about multi-adjoint programming.
They describe a theoretical model, but no means of serious implementations apart from promising prototypes [1] and recently the FLOPER tool [34,27].
The FLOPER implementation is inspired by Fuzzy Prolog [5] and adds the possibility to use multi-adjoint logic. On the one
hand, Fuzzy Prolog is more expressive in the sense that it can represent continuous fuzzy functions and its truth values are
more general (unions of intervals of real numbers as opposed to real numbers); on the other hand, Fuzzy Prolog’s syntax is so
ﬂexible and general that can be complex for non-expert programmers that are just interested in modelling simple fuzzy
problems.
This is the reason why we herein propose the RFuzzy3 approach. It is simpler for the user than Fuzzy Prolog because the
truth values are simple real numbers instead of the general structures of Fuzzy Prolog. RFuzzy allows to model multi-adjoint
logic (see Section 5) and moreover provides some interesting improvements with respect to FLOPER: default values, partial
default values (just for a subset of data), typed predicates and useful syntactic sugar (for representing facts, rules and functions). Additionally RFuzzy inherits Fuzzy Prolog characteristics that makes it more expressive than other tools. Examples of
this are:





RFuzzy uses Prolog-like syntax, providing ﬂexibility in the queries’ syntax,
it allows the programmer to combine crisp and fuzzy predicates,
it provides general connectives to combine truth values and
it provides constructive answers when querying data or truth values.

Some previous works have been published to introduce details about the syntax [36,22] and the operational semantics
[37,42] of RFuzzy. The present work combines all these theoretical and practical details and additionally provides the declarative semantics and some application examples.
We start by introducing the formal syntax of RFuzzy (Section 2) and its declarative and operational semantics (Sections 3
and 4, respectively), to arrive at the justiﬁcation of the sentence ‘‘RFuzzy allows to model multi-adjoint logic” (Section 5).
Afterwards we board RFuzzy implementation and usage (Section 6) and provide some real application cases (Section 7).
The last section (Section 8) is in charge of presenting the conclusions of this work.
2. Syntax
We will use a signature R of function symbols and a set of variables V to ‘‘build” the term universe TUR,V (whose elements
are the terms). It is the minimal set such that each variable is a term and terms are closed under R-operations. In particular,
constant symbols are terms.
Similarly, we use a signature P of predicate symbols to deﬁne the term baseTBPR,V (whose elements are called atoms).
Atoms are predicates whose arguments are elements of TUR,V. Atoms and terms are called ground if they do not contain vari3
In RFuzzy’s name, the ‘‘R” means Real, because the truth value that it uses is a real number instead of an interval or union of intervals as in Fuzzy Prolog.
RFuzzy should not be confused with the term ‘‘R-Fuzzy set” [51,50] that means rough fuzzy set.
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ables. As usual, the Herbrand universe is the set of all ground terms, and the Herbrand base HB is the set of all atoms with
arguments from the Herbrand universe. To capture different interdependencies between predicates, we will make use of
a signature X of many-valued connectives4:






conjunctions &1, &2, . . . , &k
disjunctions _1, _ 2, . . . , _ l
implications 1,
2, . . . ,
m
aggregations @1, @2, . . . , @n
real numbers v 2 ½0; 1  R. These connectives are of arity 0(v 2 X(0)) and symbolise dependency on no other predicate.

^ denotes the set of their respective associated truth functions. Instances
While X denotes the set of connective symbols, X
of connective symbols and truth functions are denoted by F and b
F , respectively.
Truth functions for conjunctions are conjunctors b
F : ½0; 12 ! ½0; 1 monotone and non-decreasing in both coordinates.
Truth functions for disjunctions are disjunctors b
F : ½0; 12 ! ½0; 1 monotone in both coordinates. Truth functions for implications are implicators b
F : ½0; 12 ! ½0; 1 non-increasing in the ﬁrst and non-decreasing in the second coordinate. Truth functions for aggregation operators are functions b
F : ½0; 1n ! ½0; 1 that verify b
F ð0; . . . ; 0Þ ¼ 0 and b
F ð1; . . . ; 1Þ ¼ 1. At last, truth
functions for connectives v 2 X(0) are functions of arity 0 (constants) that coincide with the connectives ð b
F ¼ FÞ.
A n-ary truth function for a connective is called monotonic in the ith argument (i 6 n), if x 6 x0 implies

b
F ðx1 ; . . . ; xi1 ; x; xiþ1 ; . . . ; xn Þ 6 b
F ðx1 ; . . . ; xi1 ; x0 ; xiþ1 ; . . . ; xn Þ:
A truth function is called monotonic if it is monotonic in all arguments.
Immediate examples for connectives that come to mind are
b ðx; yÞ ¼ maxð0; x þ y  1ÞÞ, Gödel logic ð b
 for conjunctors: Łukasiewicz logic ð F
F ðx; yÞ ¼ minðx; yÞÞ, product logic
ðb
F ðx; yÞ ¼ x  yÞ.
 for disjunctors: Łukasiewicz logic ð b
F ðx; yÞ ¼ minð1; x þ yÞÞ, Gödel logic ð b
F ðx; yÞ ¼ maxðx; yÞÞ, product logic ð b
F ðx; yÞ ¼ x  yÞ.
 for implicators: Łukasiewicz logic ð b
F ðx; yÞ ¼ minð1; 1  x þ yÞÞ, Gödel logic ð b
F ðx; yÞ ¼ y if x > y else 1Þ, product logic
ðb
F ðx; yÞ ¼ x  yÞ.
 for aggregation operators5: arithmetic mean, weighted sum or a monotone function learned from data.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let X be a connective signature, P a predicate signature, R a term signature and V a set of variables.
A fuzzy clause is written as

A

c;F c

FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ;

where A 2 TBP,R,V is called the head, B1, . . . , Bn 2 TBP,R,V is called the body, c 2 [0, 1] is the credibility value, and
Fc 2 {&1, . . . , &k}  X(2) and F 2 X(n) are connectives symbols (for the credibility value and the body, respectively)
A fuzzy fact is a special case of a clause where c = 1, Fc is the usual multiplication of real numbers ‘‘  ” and n = 0 (thus
F 2 X(0)). It is written as A
F (we omit c and Fc).
A fuzzy query is a pair hA, vi, where A 2 TBP,R,V and v is either a ‘‘new” variable that represents the initially unknown truth
value of A or it is a concrete value v 2 [0, 1] that is asked to be the truth value of A.
Intuitively, a clause can be read as a special case of an implication: we combine the truth values of the body atoms with
the connective associated to the clause to yield the truth value for the head atom.
Example 1. Consider the following clause, that models to what extent cities can be deemed good travel destinations – the
quality of the destination depends on the weather and the availability of sights:

good  destinationðXÞ

1:0;

ðnice-weatherðXÞ; many-sightsðXÞÞ:

The credibility value of the rule is 1.0, which means that we have no doubt about this relationship. The connective used here
in both cases is the usual multiplication of real numbers. We enrich the knowledge base with facts about some cities and
their continents:
nice-weather(madrid)
nice-weather(istanbul)
nice-weather(moscow)

0.8,
0.7,
0.2,

many-sights(madrid)
many-sights(istanbul)
many-sights(sydney)

0.6,
0.7,
0.6,

4
Note that in Fuzzy Prolog (and in previous RFuzzy works) the term ‘‘aggregation operator” subsumes conjunctions, disjunctions and aggregations. In this
work we distinguish between them and include a new one (implications).
5
Note that the above deﬁnition of aggregation operators subsumes all kinds of minimum, maximum or mean operators.
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city-continent(madrid, europe)
1.0,
city-continent(moscow, europe)
1.0,
city-continent(sydney, australia)
1.0,
city-continent(istanbul, europe)
0.5,
city-continent(istanbul, asia)
0.5.
Some queries to this program could ask if Madrid is a good destination, hgood-destinationðmadridÞ; vi. Another query
could check if Istanbul is the perfect destination, hgood-destinationðistanbulÞ; 1:0i. The result of the ﬁrst query will be the
real value 0.48 and the second one will fail. It can be seen that no information about the weather in Sydney or sights in
Moscow is available although these cities are ‘‘mentioned”.
In the above example, the knowledge that we represented using fuzzy clauses and facts was not only vague but moreover
incomplete. Indeed, this is the general case in real applications. Information is sometimes missing for some or all of the cases
and it is necessary to provide an alternative semantics for these situations. The open world assumption (OWA) introduces
the concept of unknown or absent information. It is very common in logic programming (for example in Prolog programming) to use the closed world assumption (CWA) for supposing false information that is not explicitly present or not derivable from the program. There are other works (like [19]) that allow any assumption.
We have chosen to use CWA enriched with a mechanism of default rules for assigning default values when information
about truth values is absent in a program. In particular, we have been able to provide a rich syntax for deﬁning default values
to subsets of elements satisfying a particular condition.
Deﬁnition 2.2. A default value declaration for a predicate p 2 P(n) is written as

defaultðpðX 1 ; . . . ; X n ÞÞ ¼ ½d1 if u1 ; . . . ; dm if um ;
where di 2 [0, 1] for all i. The ui are ﬁrst-order formulas restricted to terms from TUR;fX 1 ;...;X n g , the predicates = and –, the symbol true and the conjunction ^ and disjunction _ in their usual meaning.
Example (continued). Let us add the following default value declarations to the knowledge base and thus close the mentioned gaps.

defaultðnice-weatherðXÞÞ ¼ 0:5;
defaultðmany-sightsðXÞÞ ¼ 0:2;
defaultðgood-destinationðXÞÞ ¼ 0:3:
They could be interpreted as: when visiting an arbitrary city of which nothing further is known, it is likely that you have nice
weather but you will less likely ﬁnd many sights. Irrespective of this, it will only to a small extent be a good travel
destination.
To model the fact that a city is not on a continent unless stated otherwise, we add another default value declaration for
city-continent:

defaultðcity-continentðX; YÞÞ ¼ 0:0:
Notice that in this example m = 1 and u1 ¼ true for all the default value declarations.
The default values allow our knowledge base to answer arbitrary questions about predicates that occur in it. But will the
answers always make sense? To stay in the above example, if we ask a question like ‘‘What is the truth value of niceweather(australia)?” we will get the answer ‘‘0.5” which does not make too much sense since Australia is not a city, but a
continent.
To address this issue, we introduce types into the language. Types in RFuzzy are subsets of terms of the Herbrand base of
the program. When we assign types to the arguments of a predicate, we are restricting their domains. This contrasts with
[43] and similar works, most of them variants of the proposal of Mycroft and O’Keefe [28] that was an adaption of the type
system of Hindley and Milner [25]. These works are more oriented to input/output type checking while in RFuzzy types are
used for the constructive generation of answers (see Section 6.2).
Deﬁnition 2.3. Types are built from terms t 2 HU. A assigns a type s 2 T to a term t 2 HU and is written as t: s. A assigns a
type ðs1 ; . . . ; sn Þ 2 T n to a predicate p 2 Pn and is written as p: (s1, . . . , sn), where si is the type of p’s ith argument. The set
composed by all term type declarations and predicate type declarations is denoted by T.
Example (continued). Using the set of types T ¼ fCity; Continentg, we add some term type declarations to our knowledge
base:

madrid : City; istanbul : City; sydney : City; moscow : City;
africa : Continent; america : Continent; antarctica : Continent;
asia : Continent; europe : Continent:
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We also type the predicates in the obvious way (i.e. providing the predicate type declarations):

nice-weather : ðCityÞ; many-sights : ðCityÞ;
good-destination : ðCityÞ; city-continent : ðCity; ContinentÞ:
For a ground atom A ¼ pðt 1 ; . . . ; tn Þ 2 HB we say that it is well-typed with respect to T iff p: (s1, . . . , sn) 2 T implies (ti: si) 2 T
c;F c
for 1 6 i 6 n. For a ground clause A
FðB1 ; . . . ; Bm Þ we say that it is well-typed w.r.t. T iff A is well-typed whenever all Bi are
well-typed for 1 6 i 6 m (i.e. if the clause preserves well-typing). We say that a non-ground clause is well-typed iff all its
ground instances are well-typed.
Example (continued). With respect to the given type declarations, city-continent(moscow, antarctica) is well-typed, citycontinent(asia, europe) is not.
A fuzzy logic program P is a triple P = (R, D, T) where R is a set of fuzzy clauses, D is a set of default value declarations and T is
a set of type declarations.
From now on, when speaking about programs, we will implicitly assume the signature R to consist of all function symbols
occurring in P, the signature P to consist of all the predicate symbols occurring in the program, the set T to consist of all
types occurring in type declarations in T, and the signature X of all the connective symbols.
Lastly, we introduce the important notion of a well-deﬁned program.
Deﬁnition 2.4. A fuzzy logic program P = (R, D, T) is called well-deﬁned iff
 for each predicate symbol p/n occurring in R, there exist both a predicate type declaration and a default value declaration;
 all clauses in R are well-typed;
 for each default value declaration

defaultðpðX 1 ; . . . ; X n ÞÞ ¼ ½d1 if u1 ; . . . ; dm if um ;
the formulas ui are pairwise contradictory and u1 _    _ um is a tautology, i.e. exactly one default truth value applies to each
element of p/n’s domain.
Besides, a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program cannot have clauses that depend, directly or indirectly (i.e. via other clauses)
on themselves. This is considered a program error and neither our semantics nor our implementation is capable of dealing
with this kind of programs.
3. Declarative semantics
The possibility to deﬁne default truth values for predicates offers us a great deal of ﬂexibility and expressivity. But it also
has its drawbacks: reasoning with defaults is inherently non-monotonic – we might have to withdraw some conclusions that
have been made in an earlier stage of execution. To capture this formally, we attach to each truth value an attribute that
indicates how this value has been concluded. These attributes could be ordered numbers (as in [45] where real numbers
in [0, 1] are used) but we decided, for clarity reasons, to restrict the possible scenarios to three cases that are characterised
by three different symbols depending on the origin of the truth values:
 exclusively by application of program facts and clauses, represented by the symbol . denoting the attribute value safe,
 by indirect use of default values, represented by the symbol  denoting the attribute value unsafe (mixed), or
 directly via a default value declaration, represented by the symbol N denoting the attribute value unsafe (pure).
We need to be able to compare the attributes (in order to be able to prefer one conclusion over another) and to combine
them to keep track of default value usage in the course of computation. This is formalised by setting the ordering <a on truth
value attributes such that N < a < a..
The operator  : {N, , .}  {N, , .} ? {, .} is then deﬁned as:

x  y :¼



. if x ¼ y ¼ .
r otherwise:

The operator  is designed to keep track of attributes during computation: only when two ‘‘safe” truth values are combined,
the result is known to be ‘‘safe”, in all other cases it is ‘‘unsafe”. It should be noted that ‘‘” is monotonic.
The truth values that we use in the description of the semantics will be real values v 2 [0, 1] with an attribute (i.e. a
z 2 {N, , .}) attached to it. We will write them as zv, and the set of possible truth values as T. So, zv 2 T. The ordering ^
on the truth values will be the lexicographic product of <a, the ordering on the attributes, and the standard ordering < of
the real numbers. The set of truth values is thus totally ordered as follows:

?

N0



N1

r0



r1

N0



.1:

We remark that the pair ðT; ^Þ forms a complete lattice.
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A valuation r : V ! HU is an assignment of ground terms to variables. Each valuation r uniquely constitutes a mapping
r^ : TBP;R;V ! HB that is deﬁned in the obvious way.
A fuzzy Herbrand interpretation (or short, interpretation) of a fuzzy logic program is a mapping I : HB ! T that assigns
truth values to ground atoms. The of an interpretation is the set of all atoms in the Herbrand Base, although for readability
reasons we usually omit those atoms to which the truth value ? is assigned (interpretations are total functions). This mapping can be seen as a set of pairs (A,zv) such that A 2 HB and zv 2 T n f?g, meaning for an atom not being in the set that its
truth value is ?.
For two interpretations I and J, we say , I is less than or equal to J written I v J, iff I(A) ^ J(A) for all A 2 HB. Two interpretations I and J are , written I = J, iff I v J and J v I. Minimum and maximum for interpretations are deﬁned from ^ as usually.
Accordingly, the inﬁmum (or intersection) and supremum (or union) of interpretations are, for all A 2 HB, deﬁned as (I
u J)(A) :¼ min(I(A), J(A)) and (I t J)(A) :¼ max(I(A), J(A)).
The pair ðI P ; vÞ of the set of all interpretations of a given program with the interpretation ordering forms a complete lattice. This follows readily from the fact that the underlying truth value set T forms a complete lattice with the truth value
ordering ^.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Model). Let P = (R, D, T) be a fuzzy logic program.
For a clause r 2 R of the form A

IA

c;F c

c;F c

FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ we say that I is a model of the clause r and write

FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ

iff for all valuations r, we have6:

if IðrðBi ÞÞ ¼ zi v i

?

6

for all i then IðrðAÞÞ<z0 v 0 ;

where z0 = z1    zn and v 0 ¼ c
F c ðc; b
F ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n ÞÞÞ.
For a clause r 2 R of the form A
v we say that I is a model of the clause r and write

IA

v

iff for all valuations r, we have IðrðAÞÞ < Nv .
For a default value declaration d 2 D we say that I is a model of the default value declaration d and write

I  defaultðpðX 1 ; . . . ; X n ÞÞ ¼ ½d1 if u1 ; . . . ; dm if um 
iff for all valuations r, we have:

IðrðpðX 1 ; . . . ; X n ÞÞÞ < Ndj ;
where uj is the only formula that holds for r(uj)(1 6 j 6 m). Notice that, as di 2 [0, 1] for all i (see Deﬁnition 2.2) and zv = Ndj,
we force the truth values deﬁned in defaults to be different from ? and lower than 0.
We write I  R if I  r for all r 2 R and similarly I  D if I  d for all d 2 D. Finally, we say that I is a model of the program P
and write I  P ,I  R and I  D.

Proposition 3.2. Let P = (R, D, T) be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program and I a model of P, I  P. For all ground atoms A in TBP,R,V
we can assume that

IðAÞ

?:

Proof. Trivial from the deﬁnitions of well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program and model: For being a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program every predicate has a default value declaration for every ground atom A in TBP,R,V, so we have a default value
declaration

defaultðpðX 1 ; . . . ; X n ÞÞ ¼ ½d1 if u1 ; . . . ; dm if um 
such that r(p(X1, . . . , Xn)) = A and r(ui) is the only ui that holds. By I  D, this implies that

IðAÞ ¼ Ndi :
As for I  P we need I  D and this implies I  d for every d, we have that IðAÞ < .di , and Ndi \. h
Note that this proposition allows us to assure that a computation will not stop when the truth value of some atom is unknown in some interpretation. It is not possible (due to default value deﬁnitions) to have a truth value unknown for an atom.
The following proposition afﬁrms that a default value declaration is not used when a clause can be used to determine the
truth value of an atom.
6

Note that here we use ‘then’ and not ‘iff’, so if I(r(Bi)) = zivi = \ then the value of I(r(A)) is not restricted but I  A

c;F c

FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ.
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Proposition 3.3. Let P = (R, D, T) be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program, I a model of P, I  P and A0 a ground atom such that
A0 2 TBP,R,V. For a clause r 2 R of the form

A

c;F c

FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 R or A

v2R

and a default declaration

defaultðpðX 1 ; . . . ; X n ÞÞ ¼ ½d1 if u1 ; . . . ; dm if um  2 D
such that for some valuations r1 and r2 we have

r1 ðAÞ ¼ A0 ¼ r2 ðpðX 1 ; . . . ; X n ÞÞ
and the rule r 2 R (if r is of the form A

Iðr1 ðBi ÞÞ ¼ zi v i

c;F c

FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn ÞÞ fulﬁlls

for all i

?

and the default declaration fulﬁlls

r2 ðui Þ holds
then

IðA0 Þ < z0 v 0

Ndi ;

where z0 v0 are obtained as in Deﬁnition 3.1.
Proof. Trivial from the deﬁnition of model of well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program and the deﬁnition of the operator . As the
image of the operator  is {, .} and for rules r 2 R of the form A v we have that z0 = . it is easy to see that z0 2 {, .}. So,
truth values obtained from clauses (when applicable) have always a truth value higher than the one obtained by the application of defaults:

N and .

r

N:



This is the intended meaning, so the lack of information on the truth value of some atom never stops a computation if an
approximate value for it (obtained from a default declaration) can be used, but the approximate value is never preferred over
a truth value determined by a rule.
3.1. Least model semantics
Every program has a least model, which is usually regarded as the intended interpretation of the program, since it is the
most conservative model. The following proposition will be an important prerequisite to deﬁne the least model semantics. It
states that the inﬁmum (or intersection) of a non-empty set of models of a program will again be a model. The existence of a
least model is then obvious and easily deﬁned as the intersection of all models.
Proposition 3.4 (Model intersection property). Let P = (R, D, T) be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program and I be a non-empty set
of interpretations. Then

IP

for all I 2 I implies wI2I I  P:

Proof. We start by deﬁning J ¼ wI2I I. From Deﬁnition 3.1 we know that we have three cases to check:
c;F c

1. Let A FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 R be a fuzzy clause and r a valuation. From Proposition 3.2, the premise that for each I 2 I we have
that I  P and the deﬁnition of w it is clear that for all ground atoms C in TBP,R,V we have JðCÞ ¼ wI2I IðCÞ
?. As r(Bi) is
a ground atom in TBP,R,V, J(r(Bi))i21. . .n \.
As J(r(Bi))i21, . . . , n \, for J to be model of P it has to be true that

JðrðAÞÞ < z0J v 0J ;
where z0J ¼ z1      zn ; v 0J ¼ c
F c ðc; b
F ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n ÞÞÞ and zi v i ¼ JðrðBi ÞÞ ¼ wI2I IðrðBi ÞÞ. As each I 2 I makes true I  P we have

IðrðAÞÞ < z0I v 0I ;
b ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n ÞÞÞ and zivi = I(r(Bi)).7
where z0I ¼ z1      zn , v 0I ¼ c
F c ðc; F
It is easy to see from J(r(Bi)) ^ I(r(Bi)) and the fact that Fc,F and ‘‘” are non-decreasing functions that z0J v 0J ^z0I v 0I , so

7
Note that we use two different deﬁnitions for zivi in the same proof. There is no clash as one of them is used for calculating z0J v 0J and the other one for
calculating z0I v 0I .
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JðrðAÞÞ<z0I v 0I < z0J v 0J ;
zi v i ¼ wI2I IðrðBi ÞÞ makes \ ^ zivi ^ I(r(A)) for every I 2 I since \ ^ J(r(Bi)) ^ I(r(Bi)) for every I 2 I and from the fact
that Fc, F and ‘‘” are non-decreasing functions we can assure that IðAÞ<JðAÞ < z0 v 0 , so J  P.
2. Let A v 2 R be a fuzzy clause and r a valuation. From the premise that for each I 2 I we have that I  P we know that

IðAÞI2I < .v
and, from the deﬁnition of w , it is clear that

JðAÞ ¼ wI2I IðAÞ < .v ;
so J  P.
3. Let default(p(X1,. . .,Xn)) = [d1if u1,. . .,dmifum] 2 D be a default declaration and r a valuation such that for a ground atom
A in TBP,R,V we have A = r(p(X1, . . . , Xn)).
From the premise that for each I 2 I we have that I  P we know that for exactly one ui it must be that r(ui) holds and
this implies that

IðrðpðX 1 ; . . . ; X n ÞÞÞI2I < Ndi
and, from the deﬁnition of w , it is clear that

JðAÞ < wI2I IðAÞ < Ndi ;



so J  P.

Deﬁnition 3.5. Let P be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program. The least model of P is deﬁned as lm(P) :¼ w I

P

I.

3.2. Least ﬁxpoint semantics

Deﬁnition 3.6 (TP operator). Let P = (R, D, T) be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program, I an interpretation, and recall that
ground(R) denotes the set of all ground instances of clauses in R. The operator TP is deﬁned as follows:

T P ðIÞ :¼ T R ðIÞ t T D ðIÞ;
where





T D ðIÞ :¼ A # Ndj 

>
:

8
>
<

T R ðIÞ :¼

9
defaultðpðX 1 ; . . . ; X n ÞÞ ¼ ½d1 if u1 ; . . . ; dm if um  2 D; >
=
A ¼ rðpðt1 ; . . . ; t n ÞÞ and

there exists a 1 6 j 6 m such that

rðuj Þ holds:

>
;

G


fA
#
z
v
jconditiong
;
r2R

where {A ´ z vjcondition} can be


8
9
 c;F c
>
>
 A FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 groundðRÞ;
>
>
<
=

A # zv  IðBi Þ ¼ zi v i
? for all i;
>
>

>
>
:
;
 z ¼ z1      zn and v ¼ c
F c ðc; b
F ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n ÞÞ

or




A
v 2 groundðRÞ and
:
A # zv 
z¼.
Note that if for a ground atom A both a program clause with body atoms from I’s domain and a default value declaration
exist, the truth value that comes from the clause is preferred, since TR(I) TD(I)8.
As it is usual in the logic programming framework, the semantics of a program is characterised by the pre-ﬁxpoints of TP.
Theorem 3.7. Let P be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program and I an interpetation.

IP

8

TR(I)

iff T P ðIÞ v I:

TD(I) comes from the fact that TR(I)

N1, TD(I)

0 and .



N.
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Proof. ‘‘if”: Let TP(I) v I and A0 2 HB be an arbitrary ground atom. For I  P we need I  R and I  D, so we have to check both
cases.
Before starting, note that for all ground atom C 2 HB we have TP(I)(C) \ since TP(I)(C) = TR(I)(C) t TD(I)(C) and for a welldeﬁned fuzzy logic program TD(I)(C) \. As T P ðIÞðCÞ v IðCÞ; IðCÞ < T P ðIÞðCÞ
?.
I  R: We need I  r for every r 2 R, and r can be of the form

A

c;F c

v 2 R:

FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 R or A
c;F c

Let A FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 R be a fuzzy clause and r a valuation such that A0 = r(A). The ground clause used to evaluate
c;F c
TP(I)(A0 ) will be rðA
FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn ÞÞ 2 groundðRÞ.
As I(C) \ for all C 2 HB; IðrðBi ÞÞ ¼ zi v i
? for all i. So, for I  R we need IðA0 Þ < z0 v 0 , where z0 ¼
z1      zn ; v 0 ¼ c
F c ðc; b
F ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n ÞÞÞ and z0 2 {.,}. By deﬁnition of TP we have TP(I)(A0 ) = TR(I)(A0 ) = z0 v0 , where
z0 ¼ z1      zn ; v 0 ¼ c
F c ðc; b
F ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n ÞÞÞ and z0 2 {.,}. From the premise TP(I) v I we get IðA0 Þ < z0 v 0 , so I  R.
Let A
v 2 R be a fuzzy clause and r a valuation such that A0 = r(A). The ground clause used to evaluate TP(I)(A0 ) will be
r(A v) 2 ground(R). So, for I  R we need IðA0 Þ < z0 v 0 , where z0 = . and v0 = v. By deﬁnition of TP we have
TP(I)(A0 ) = .v \. From the premise TP(I) v I we get IðA0 Þ < .v .
I  D: Let default(p(X1, . . . ,Xn)) = [d1 if u1, . . . , dm if um] 2 D, r be a valuation, and let A0 :¼ r(p(X1, . . . , Xn)) be well-typed.
Since P is well-deﬁned, there exists a j such that r(uj) holds and thus TP(I)(A0 ) = Ndj. From the premise TP(I) v I, we again
get IðA0 Þ < Ndj .
‘‘only if”: Let I  P and A0 2 HB be an arbitrary ground atom. From I  P we have that I  R and I  D.
from I  D: for A0 we know that there are a default declaration default(p(X1, . . . , Xn)) = [d1 if u1, . . . , dm if um] 2 D, a valuation r such that A0 :¼ r(p(X1, . . . , Xn)) is well-typed and, since P is well-deﬁned, a j such that r(uj) holds and makes
IðA0 Þ < Ndj . From deﬁnition of TD in TP it is easy to see that TD = Ndj, but for TP we can only say (for now, we continue below)
that T P ðIÞðA0 Þ ¼ T R ðIÞðA0 Þ t T D ðIÞðA0 Þ < Ndj . The important fact that is derived from I  D is that for every A0 we have
IðA0 Þ<Ndj < ?.
c;F c
from I  R: for A0 we know that if there is a rule r 2 R of the form A
FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 R or A v 2 R and there exists a r such
0
that A = r(A) then
c;F c
if r is of the form A
FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 R: From I  D we know that for every r(Bi) we have IðrðBi ÞÞ < ?, so IðA0 Þ < z0 v 0 ,
where z0 = z1    zn, z0 2 {., } and v 0 ¼ c
F c ðc; b
F ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n ÞÞÞ.
From deﬁnition of TR it is easy to see that if there is such a rule, there will be a ground version of that rule
c;F
rðA c FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn ÞÞ 2 groundðRÞ such that we can assure that T R ðIÞðA0 Þ < z0 v 0 .
if r is of the form A
v 2 R: IðA0 Þ < z0 v 0 , where z0 = N and v0 = v.
From deﬁnition of TR it is easy to see that if there is such a rule, there will be a ground version of that rule
r(A v) 2 ground(R) such that we can assure that T R ðIÞðA0 Þ < z0 v 0 .
Note that we have only proved that for d 2 D a default declaration T D ðIÞðA0 Þ < Ndj and that if there is a rule r 2 R then
T R ðIÞðA0 Þ < z0 v 0 . This is caused by the fact that in model deﬁnition we have to check that for every rule r 2 R it holds that
IðA0 Þ < z0 v 0 , while in TP deﬁnition we collect each one of the values of each rule and evaluate the maximum value between
them.
c;F c
FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 R or A v 2 R such that for some valuation r we have A0 = r(A)
So, if there is no rule r 2 R of the form A
then TP(I)(A0 ) = TR(I)(A0 ) t TD(I)(A0 ) = \ t Ndj = Ndj, and this results in TP(I)(A0 ) = Ndj ^ I(A0 ), so TP(I)(A0 ) v I(A0 ).
c;F c
FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 R or A v 2 R such that for some valuations r1, . . . , rk we
But if there are k clauses r 2 R of the form A
0
have A = rl(A) for 1 6 l 6 k, then from I  P we have IðA0 Þ < maxl2½1;...;k ðz0l v 0l Þ, where z0l ¼ z1      zn ; z0l 2 fN; rg;
v 0l ¼ c
F c ðc; b
F ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n ÞÞÞ and I(Bi) = zivi.
Instead of this procedure of ﬁnding the maximum value in model deﬁnition, in TP this is achieved by using the join
operator t:

!

G

T P ðIÞðA0 Þ ¼ T R ðIÞðA0 Þ t T D ðIÞðA0 Þ ¼

z0l v 0l

l¼1;...;k

As

F

l¼1...k z

0

v

0
0
l ^IðA Þ,

0

0

we have TP(I)(A ) v I(A ).

t Ndj ¼

G

z0l v 0l :

l¼1;...;k

h

Thus, if I is a model of P, then for every A occurring in the program we have that TP(I)(A) ^ I(A), which means that I is a
pre-ﬁxpoint of TP.
Proposition 3.8 (TP is monotonic). Let P be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program and Ii and Ii+1 two interpretations.

if

Ii v Iiþ1

then T P ðIi Þ v T P ðIiþ1 Þ
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Proof. From deﬁnition of Ii v Ii+1 we have that Ii(A) ^ Ii+1(A) for all A 2 HB, and from deﬁnition of TP we have

T P ðIÞ :¼ T R ðIÞ

G

T D ðIÞ:

Since the operator t is monotonic and the value of TD(I) depends only on the default declarations in the program (it is shared
by both interpretations Ii and Ii+1), TD(Ii) = TD(Ii+1). For the value of TR(I) it is rather different, since

T R ðIÞ :¼

G

!

fA # zv jconditiong ;

r2R

where {A ´ z vjcondition} can be


8
9
 c;F c
>
>
 A FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 groundðRÞ;
>
>
<
=


A # zv  IðBi Þ ¼ zi v i
? for all i;
>
>

>
>
:
;
 z ¼ z1      zn and v ¼ c
F c ðc; b
F ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n ÞÞ:

or




A
v 2 groundðRÞ and
A # zv 
z¼.

For those clauses in the program with the form A v 2 R the mapping A ´ z v remains untouched, but for clauses with the
c;F c
form A FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 R the mapping depends on the values Ii(Bj) and Ii+1(Bj), j 2 [1 ,. . . , n].
As t is monotone, for those clauses we need to justify that Ii(A) ^ Ii+1(A) for all A 2 HB implies that the mappings
obtained for Ii ; A#ðzv ÞIi , and Iiþ1 ; A # ðzv ÞIiþ1 , fulﬁll ðzv ÞIi ^ ðzv ÞIiþ1 .
We use for that the knowledge about the truth functions for the connectives F and FC. We know that both are monotone
and non-decreasing, so from the premise Ii(Bj) ^ Ii+1(Bj) for all Bj 2 HB we can deduce ðzv ÞIi ^ðzv ÞIiþ1 . h
Due to the monotonicity of the immediate consequences operator, the semantics of P is given by its least model which, as
shown by the Knaster–Tarski ﬁxpoint theorem [44,15], is exactly the least ﬁxpoint of TP.9
We now prove that our TP is continuous, so Kleene’s ﬁxpoint theorem [13] can be used to prove that the least ﬁxed point
can be reached in x steps.
Proposition 3.9 (TP is continuous). Let P be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program and I0 v I1 v . . . a countably inﬁnite increasing
sequence of interpretations. Then

TP

1
G

!
In

¼

n¼0

1
G

T P ðIn Þ:

n¼0

Proof. We use the following facts:
F
1. Since I0 v I1 v . . . and from deﬁnition of v we have that Ii(A) ^ Ii+1(A) for every ground term A 2 HB. As takes by defFn
inition the maximum interpretation, i¼0 Ii ¼ In .
2. We have that TP(I0) v TP(I1) v . . . since I0 v I1 v . . . and TP is monotonic (Proposition 3.8). Again by using deﬁnitions of v
F
F
and
we obtain ni¼0 T P ðIi Þ ¼ T P ðIn Þ.

TP

1
G

!
In

¼1 T P ðI1 Þ ¼2

n¼0

1
G

T P ðIn Þ:



n¼0

We now recall the deﬁnition of ordinal powers of an operator. Let T be an operator and a be an ordinal number. The ordinal power is deﬁned as follows:

8
< TðT " a  1Þ if a is a successor ordinal
F
T " a :¼
0
if a is a limit ordinal:
: 0 T"a
a <a

Theorem 3.10. Let P be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program. Then the least ﬁxpoint of TP exists and is equal to TP " x.

Proof. The existence of the least ﬁxpoint of TP follows from the facts that ðI P ; vÞ forms a complete lattice, TP is monotone
(Proposition 3.8), and the Knaster–Tarski ﬁxpoint theorem [44,15].
Its equality to TP " x follows from the facts that ðI P ; vÞ forms a complete lattice, TP is continuous (Proposition 3.9), and
the Kleene ﬁxpoint theorem [13]. h
Since the least ﬁxpoint always exists, we can deﬁne a semantics based on it.
9

As usually, the least ﬁxpoint of TP can be obtained by transﬁnitely iterating TP from the least interpretation \.
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Deﬁnition 3.11. Let P be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program. Then the least ﬁxpoint semantics of P is deﬁned as
lfp(P) = TP " x(\). Here, \ denotes the interpretation mapping everything to \ (thus being the least element of the lattice
ðI P ; vÞÞ.
Theorem 3.12. For a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program P, we have

lmðPÞ ¼ lfpðPÞ:
Proof

lmðPÞ ¼ wIP I
¼ wT

P ðIÞvI

ðby definitionÞ
I

ðby Lemma ð3:7Þ

¼ T P " xð?Þ
¼ lfpðPÞ

ðby the Kleene fixpoint theoremÞ

ðby definitionÞ:



4. Operational semantics
The operational semantics will be formalised by a transition relation that operates on (possibly only partially instantiated) computation trees. Here, we will not need to keep track of default value attributes {N, , .} explicitly; they will be encoded into the computations.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let X be a signature of connectives and W a set of variables with W \ V = ;.10
A computation node is a pair hA, ei, where A 2 TBP,R,V and e is a term over [0, 1] and the set of variables W with function
symbols from X. We say that a computation node is if e does not contain variables. A computation node is called if e 2 [0, 1].
A ﬁnal computation node will be indicated as hA, ei.
We distinguish two different types of computation nodes: C-nodes, that correspond to applications of program clauses,
and D-nodes, that correspond to applications of default value declarations.
A computation tree is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes are computation nodes and where any pair of nodes has a
unique (undirected) path connecting them. We call a computation tree ground (ﬁnal) if all its nodes are ground (ﬁnal). For a
given computation tree t we deﬁne the

8
>
< . if t contains no D-node
zt ¼ r if t contains both C-and D-nodes
>
:
N if t contains only D-nodes:
Computation nodes are essentially generalisations of queries that keep track of connective usage. Computation trees as
deﬁned here should not be confused with the usual notion of SLD-trees. While SLD-trees describe the whole search space for
a given query and thus give rise to different derivations and different answers, computation trees describe just a state in a
single computation. The computation steps that we perform on computation trees will be modelled by a relation between
computation trees.
Deﬁnition 4.2 (Transition relation). For a given fuzzy logic program P = (R, D, T), the transition relation ? is characterised by
the transition rules below. In these rules the notation t[A] means ‘‘the tree t that contains the node A somewhere”. Likewise,
t[A/B] is to be read as ‘‘the tree t where the node A has been replaced by the node B”.
 Clause:

If there is a (variable disjoint instance of a) program clause
10

Note that V is the set of variables used when building the term base TBP,R,V of our program.
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A

c;F c

FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 R and

l ¼ mguðA0 ; AÞ:

(Take a non-ﬁnal leaf node and add child nodes according to a program clause; apply the most general uniﬁer of the node
atom and the clause head to all the atoms in the tree.)
Note that we immediately ﬁnalise a node when applying this rule for a fuzzy fact.
 Default:

If A does not match with any program clause head, there is a default value declaration default(p(X1, . . . , Xn)) = [d1
ifu1, . . . , dm if um] 2 D, l is a substitution such that l = mgu(p(X1, . . . , Xn), A), p(X1,. . .,Xn)l (or Al) is a well-typed ground
atom, and there exists a 1 6 j 6 m such that ujl holds. (Apply a default value declaration to a non-ﬁnal leaf node thus
ﬁnalising it.)
 Finalise:

(Take a non-ﬁnal node whose children are all ﬁnal and replace its truth expression by the corresponding truth value.)
Asking the query hA, vi corresponds to applying the transition rules to the initial computation tree hA, vi. The computation
ends if a ﬁnal computation tree is created; the truth value of the instantiated query can then be read off the root node.11 We
illustrate this with an example computation.
Example (continued). We start with the tree

Applying the Clause-transition to the initial tree with the program clause

good-destination ðXÞ

1:0;

ðnice-weather ðXÞ; many-sights ðXÞÞ;

yields

Now we apply Clause to the left child with nice-weatherðmoscowÞ

11

0:2:

Note that inﬁnite computations lead to no answer as in the operational semantics of SLD-resolution.
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Since there exists no clause whose head matches many-sights(moscow), we apply the Default-rule for many-sights to the
right child.

In the last step, we ﬁnalise the root node.

The calculated truth value for good-destination(moscow) is thus 0.04.
The actual operational semantics is now given by the truth values that can be derived in the deﬁned transition system.
This ‘‘canonical model” can be seen as a generalisation of the success set of a program.
Deﬁnition 4.3. Let P be a well-deﬁned fuzzy logic program. The canonical model of P for A 2 HB is deﬁned as follows:

8

9
 there exists a computation starting with hA; wi >
>

<
=

cmðPÞ :¼ A # zt v  and ending with a final computation tree t with :

>
>
:
;
 root node hA; v i
It can be veriﬁed that the canonical model cm(P) is indeed a model of P.

5. About multi-adjoint logic programming
Generalised logic programs’ semantics require a different notion of consequence (implication) which satisﬁes a generalised modus ponens rule. It is described as natural in [49] to look for a semantic basis as a common denominator of
the residuated lattices and fairly general conjunctors and their adjoints. Different implications and several modus
ponens-like inference rules are used. So, the principal point of this extension naturally leads to considering several
adjoint pairs in the residuated lattice, leading what [49] calls multi-adjoint algebra and [33] calls multi-adjoint (semi)lattice.
During the last years there have been many theoretical publications about multi-adjoint framework semantics
[49,33,31,29].
RFuzzy is able to model multi-adjoint logic; but, as its algebraic structure seems to be difﬁcult to understand for a not-sotheoretical reader (potential RFuzzy programmer), we have not used multi-adjoint deﬁnitions in Sections 3 and 4 when
describing RFuzzy semantics for the sake of simplicity. In this section we explain in an intuitive way the relation of RFuzzy
with the multi-adjoint framework.
Multi-adjoint logic is a theoretical framework developed to give support to the use of a number of different implications
in program rules. The underlying structure used to capture such information is a multi-adjoint algebra, which is straightforward from the deﬁnitions of adjoint pair and multi-adjoint lattice. The deﬁnitions of these three concepts are taken from
[31].
Deﬁnition 5.1 (Adjoint Pair, from [31]. Firstly introduced in a logical context by Pavelka [35]). Let <P,
set and ( , &) a pair of binary operations in P such that:
(i) Operation & is increasing in both arguments, i.e. if x1, x2, y 2 P such that x1
(y&x1) (y&x2);

> be a partially ordered

x2 then (x1&y)

(x2&y) and
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(ii) Operation
is increasing in the ﬁrst argument (the consequent) and decreasing in the second argument (the antecedent), i.e. if x1, x2, y 2 P such that x1 x2 then (x1
y) (x2
y) and (y
x2)
(y
x1);
(iii) For any x, y, z 2 P, we have that x (y
z) holds if and only if (x&z) y holds.
Then (

,&) is called an adjoint pair in <P,

>.

Deﬁnition 5.2 (Multi-adjoint lattice, from [31]). Let < L,
(L, ,
1,&1, . . . ,
n, &n) satisfying the following items:

> be a lattice. A multi-adjoint lattice L is a tuple

(i) <L, > is bounded, i.e. it has bottom ð?Þ and top (>) elements;
(ii) ( i,&i) is an adjoint pair in <L, > for i = 1,. . .,n;
(iii) >&iv = v&i> = v for all v 2 L for i = 1, . . . , n.
Deﬁnition 5.3 (Multi-adjoint X-algebra, from [31]). Let X be a graded set containing operators i and &i for i = 1, . . . , n and
possibly some extra operators, and let L ¼ ðL; IÞ be an X-algebra whose carrier set L is a lattice under
.
We say that L is a multi-adjoint X-algebra with respect to the pairs ( i,&i) for i = 1, . . . , n if
L ¼ ðL; ; Ið 1 Þ; Ið&1 Þ; . . . ; Ið n Þ; Ið&n ÞÞ is a multi-adjoint lattice.
There are similar deﬁnitions in [31,32,29]. They are used to build the framework of multi-adjoint logic programming in
[11,26], but the relevant fact is the relation between adjoint pairs ( i, &i), which makes it possible to evaluate in the manyvalued modus ponens the truth value of the head of a rule from the truth value of the body and the weight of the rule:

ðB; zÞ; ðB ! A; xÞ
;
ðA; yÞ
x

ðy

zÞ () ðx&zÞ

y:

So, this can be used to deﬁne from satisfaction the immediate consequences operator, as illustrated below. Note that
bIðBÞ ¼ z; bIðB ! AÞ ¼ x; bIðAÞ ¼ y, so v
bIðA i BÞ () v &ibIðBÞ bIðAÞ.
Deﬁnition 5.4 (Satisfaction, from [31]). Given an interpretation I 2 I L , where I L is the set of all interpretations of the
bIðA i BÞ.
formulas deﬁned by the X-algebra F in the X-algebra L, a weighted rule <A
iB, v> is satisﬁed by I iff v
Deﬁnition 5.5 (Immediate consequences operator T LP , from [31]). Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program. The immediate consequences operator T LP : I L ! I L , mapping interpretations to interpretations, is deﬁned by considering

^ibIðBÞjA
T LP ðIÞðAÞ ¼ supfv &

v B 2 Pg:
i

We provide an example from FLOPER [27] (Fuzzy LOgic Programming Environment for Research) to illustrate an execution in which this relation between the adjoint pairs is used to calculate the truth value of the head of the rules.
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

:
:
:
:
:

p(X)
P q(X, Y) &G r(Y) with 0.8
q(a,Y)
P s(Y) with 0.7
q(b,Y)
L r(Y) with 0.8
r(Y)
with 0.7
s(b)
with 0.9

The labels P, G and L in the program mean Product logic, Gödel intuitionistic Logic and Łukasiewicz logic, respectively. The
goal for the previous program is p(X)&Gr(a). Each underlined expression in the execution below is the one selected in each
admissible step (Deﬁnition 2.1 in [27]).

hpðXÞ&G rðaÞ; idi
!AS1R1 hð0:8&P ðqðX 1 ; Y 1 Þ&G rðY 1 ÞÞÞ&G rðaÞ; r1 i
!AS1R2 hð0:8&P ðð0:7&P sðY 2 ÞÞ&G rðY 1 ÞÞ&G rðaÞ; r2 i
!AS1R2 hð0:8&P ðð0:7&P 0:9Þ&G rðbÞÞÞ&G rðaÞ; r3 i
!AS1R2 hð0:8&P ðð0:7&P 0:9Þ&G 0:7ÞÞ&G rðaÞ; r4 i
!AS1R2 hð0:8&P ðð0:7&P 0:9Þ&G 0:7ÞÞ&G 0:7; r5 i
where r1 = {X/X1}, r2 = {X/a, X1/a, Y1/Y2}, r3 = {X/a, X1/a, Y1/b, Y2/b},r4 = {X/a, X1/a, Y1/b, Y2/b, Y3/b}, r5 = {X/a, X1/a, Y1/b, Y2/b, Y3/
b, Y4/a} and, as the only variable appearing in the query is X, the only substitution associated with the result is {X/a}. So, the
admissible computed answer (Deﬁnition 2.2 in [27]) is <((0.8&P((0.7&P 0.9)&G0.7))&G0.7;{X/a} > , that can be simpliﬁed, after
evaluating the arithmetic expression, to < 0.504;{X/a} > .
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Being a rule of the form ‘‘A
iB with v”, where A is the head, B the body, v the weight of the rule and ‘‘i” is the used logic
(e.g. P, G, L), the interesting point is that to calculate the truth value of the head of a rule we use the relation between the
adjoint pairs previously exposed,

bIðA

v

i

BÞ iff

v &ibIðBÞ

bIðAÞ:

Notice that the elements of the adjoint pair ( i,&i) have different uses in an evaluation process. While i is used to obtain
the weight of a rule from the truth values of the body and the head of the rule (e.g. for inducing fuzzy rules weights from data
in a data mining process), &i is used to obtain the truth value of the head of a rule from the truth values of the elements of the
body and the weight of the rule.
This second deductive process is the one that is modelled by RFuzzy. To this end, we let RFuzzy programmers code different &i while
i is not explicit in our syntax. In our rule syntax, that is used in Deﬁnitions 3.1 and 3.6,

A

c;F c

FðB1 ; . . . ; Bn Þ 2 groundðRÞ

it is always deduced that v, the resultant truth value for the clause head, is

v¼c
F c ðc; b
F ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n ÞÞ;
c;F C

where instead of ‘‘
” and FC is &i if ( i,&i) is an adjoint pair.
i . . . with c” we use ‘‘
The previous example from FLOPER [27] translated to the RFuzzy syntax used in the semantics sections is below.
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

:
:
:
:
:

0:8;P

p(X)
q(X,Y) &G r(Y)
0:7;P
q(a,Y)
s(Y)
0:8;L
q(b,Y)
r(Y)
r(Y)
0.7
s(b)
0.9

Let us, ﬁnally, explain the adequateness of RFuzzy default rules to the multi-adjoint framework. We are going to provide a
clarifying example where we deﬁne a type city and a predicate nice-weather/1 with one argument of type city.
Example 2
madrid : City
sydney : City
moscow : City
nice-weather : (City )
A program with a default truth value 0.5 for cities whose information about nice weather is not explicit
default(nice-weather(X)) = 0.5
nice-weather(madrid)
0.8
nice-weather(moscow)
0.2
is semantically equivalent to the following plain program
nice-weather(madrid)
nice-weather(moscow)
nice-weather(sydney)

0.8
0.2
0.5

This works in the general case: default value declarations in RFuzzy programs are indeed just syntactic sugar and can be
compiled away. Hence, also general RFuzzy programs can be considered to model multi-adjoint semantics.
6. Using the framework. Implementation details
Obviously, when coding in Prolog it is not possible to write the symbols we have used in Section 2. Here we expose the
syntax used to write programs and some details of the implementation of the framework.
6.1. The programs syntax
Types are coded according to the following syntax:

:- set prop pred=ar ¼ type pred 1=1 ½; type pred n=1  ;

ð1Þ
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teenager
0

9

10

19 20 age

Fig. 1. Teenager truth value continuous representation.

where set_prop is a reserved word, pred is the name of the typed predicate, ar is its arity and type_pred_1, type_pred_n
(n 2 2, 3, . . . , ar) are predicates used to deﬁne types for each argument of pred. They must have arity 1. This deﬁnition of types
constrains the values of the nth argument of pred to the values accepted by the predicate type_pred_n. This deﬁnition of types
ensures that the values assigned to the arguments of pred are correctly typed.
The example below requires that the arguments of predicates has_lower_price/2 and expensive_car/1 have to be of type
car/1. The domain of type car is enumerated.
:- set_prop has_lower_price/2 =>car/1, car/1.
:- set_prop expensive_car/1 =>car/1.
car(vw_caddy).
car(alfa_romeo_gt).
car(aston_martin_bulldog).
car(lamborghini_urraco).
The syntax for fuzzy facts is

predðargsÞ value truth

v al:

ð2Þ

where arguments, args, should be ground and the truth value, truth_val, must be a real number between 0 and 1. The example below deﬁnes that the car alfa_romeo_gt is an expensive_car with a truth value 0.6.

expensive carðalfa romeo gtÞvalue0:6:
Fuzzy facts are worth for a ﬁnite (and relatively small) number of individuals. Nevertheless, it is very common to represent fuzzy truth using continuous functions. Fig. 1 shows an example in which the continuous function assigns the truth value of being teenager to each age.
Functions used to deﬁne the truth value of some group of individuals are usually continuous and linear over intervals. To
deﬁne those functions there is no necessity to write down the value assigned to each element in their domains. We have to
take into account that the domain can be inﬁnite.
RFuzzy provides the syntax for deﬁning functions by stretches. This syntax is shown in (3). External brackets represent
the Prolog list symbols and internal brackets represent cardinality in the formula notation. Predicate pred has arity 1, val1,
. . . , valN should be ground terms representing numbers of the domain (they are possible values of the argument of pred) and
truth_val1,. . . , truth_valN should be the truth values associated to these numbers. The truth value of the rest of the elements
is obtained by interpolation.

pred : #ð½ðv al1; truth v al1Þ; ðv al2; truth

v al2Þ½; ðv aln; truth v alnÞ Þ:

ð3Þ

The RFuzzy syntax for the predicate teenager/1 (represented in Fig. 1) is:

teenager : #ð½ð9; 0Þ; ð10; 1Þ; ð19; 1Þ; ð20; 0ÞÞ:
Fuzzy clauses or rules have a simple syntax, deﬁned in (5). There are two connectives, op2 for combining the truth values
of the subgoals of the rule body and op1 for combining the previous result with the rule’s credibility. The user can choose for
any of them a connective from the list of the available ones12 or deﬁne his/her own connective.

predðarg1½; argn Þ½credðop1; v alue1Þ :

op2pred1ðargs pred 1Þ½; predmðargs pred mÞ:

ð4Þ

The following example uses the operator prod for combining truth values of the subgoals of the body and min (Gödel logic
is used here) to combine the result with the credibility of the rule (which is 0.8). ‘‘cred (op1, value1)” can only appear 0 or 1
times.

12
Connectives available are: min for minimum, max for maximum, prod for the product, luka for the Łukasiewicz operator, dprod for the inverse product, dluka
for the inverse Łukasiewicz operator and complement.
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good playerðJÞcredðmin; 0:8Þ :

prod

swiftðJÞ; tallðJÞ;
has experienceðJÞ:
Default truth values syntax is deﬁned in (5) and (6),

:- defaultðpred=ar; truth v alueÞ;

ð5Þ

:- defaultðpred=ar; truth v alueÞ ¼ membership predicate=ar;

ð6Þ

where pred/ar is in both cases the predicate to which we are deﬁning default values. As expected, when deﬁning the three
cases (explicit, conditional and default truth value) only one will be given back when doing a query. The precedence when
looking for the truth value goes from most to least concrete.
The code from the example below added to the code from the previous examples assigns to the predicate expensive_car a
truth value of 0.5 when the car is vw_caddy (default truth value), 0.9 when it is lamborghini_urraco or aston_martin_bulldog
(conditional default truth value) and 0.6 when it is alfa_romeo_gt (explicit truth value).
:- default(expensive_car/1, 0.9) => expensive_make/1.
:- default(expensive_car/1, 0.5).
expensive_make(lamborghini_urraco).
expensive_make(aston_martin_bulldog).

6.2. Constructive answers
A very interesting characteristic for a fuzzy tool is being able to provide constructive answers for queries. The regular
(easy) questions ask for the truth value of an element. For example, how expensive is an Volkswagen Caddy?
?- expensive_car(vw_caddy,V).
V = 0.5 ?;
no
But the really interesting queries are the ones that ask for values that satisfy constraints over the truth value. For example,
which cars are very expensive? RFuzzy provides this constructive functionality:
?- expensive_car(X,V), V > 0.8.
V = 0.9, X = aston_martin_bulldog ?;
V = 0.9, X = lamborghini_urraco ?;
no

6.3. Implementation details
RFuzzy has to deal with two kinds of queries, (1) queries in which the user asks for the truth value of an individual, and (2)
queries in which the user asks for an individual with a concrete or a restricted truth value.
For this reason RFuzzy is implemented as a Ciao Prolog [47] package: Ciao Prolog offers the possibility of dealing with a
higher order compilation through the implementation of Ciao packages.
The compilation process of a RFuzzy program has two pre-compilation steps:
(1) the RFuzzy program is translated into CLPðRÞ constraints by means of the RFuzzy package and
(2) the program with constraints is translated into ISO Prolog by using the CLPðRÞ package.
Fig. 2 shows the sequential process of program transformation.

RFuzzy
program

RFuzzy
package
preprocessing

CLP(R)
program

Fig. 2. RFuzzy architecture.

CLP(R)
package
preprocessing

ISO Prolog
program
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7. Real application cases
Although there are plenty of theoretical approaches related to fuzzy reasoning, just few of them are used by people different from the developers. It is a challenge to produce a tool that can be used by any person that is interested in modelling a
real (fuzzy) problem. From the beginning, the goal of RFuzzy has been to combine expressivity and a simple syntax, thus
facilitating its usage in different ﬁelds of application. In this section we show two examples of applications that are currently
using RFuzzy for modelling real-world problems.
7.1. Emotion recognition
Emotion recognition is a very interesting ﬁeld in modern science and technology but it is not an easy task to automate.
Many researchers and engineers are working to recognise this prospective ﬁeld, but the difﬁculty is that emotions are not
clear, not crisp. In [4], fuzzy reasoning is used for emotion recognition.
After studying the speciﬁc characteristics of voice speech for each human emotion (speech rate, pitch average, intensity
and voice quality), that paper presents a prototype that implements emotion recognition using a fuzzy model expressed in
RFuzzy. The resulting prototype is simple, yet efﬁcient, and is able to identify the emotion of a person from his/her voice
speech characteristics. The studied emotions are sadness, happiness, anger, excitement and plain emotion. According to their
experiments, the prototype has a 90% of success in its deductions. The tool inherited the constructivity of RFuzzy, so it can be
used not only to identify emotions automatically but also to recognise the people that have an emotion through their different speeches. It analyses an emotional speech and obtains the percentage of each emotion that is detected. So, it can provide many constructive answers according to a query demand. The prototype is an easy tool for emotion recognition that can
be modiﬁed and improved by adding new rules from speech and face analysis. So, other similar implementations using RFuzzy for any kind of recognition is very straightforward.
The methodology used for this application can be generalised for any deduction of information from data records. For
example, emotion recognition could take data from face analysis plus speech record; deduction of age from physical data,
deduction of interest in buying from shopping records, etc. The general methodology is represented in Fig. 3.
7.2. Robocup control implementation
The RoboCupSoccer domain has several leagues which vary in the rules of play such as speciﬁcation of players, number of
players, ﬁeld size and match duration. Nevertheless, each RoboCup league is a variant of a soccer league and therefore they
are based on some basic rules of soccer.
In [9,8] a generalised architecture was proposed by offering ﬂexibility to switch between leagues and programming language while maintaining Prolog as cognitive layer. The system architecture of this proposal is represented in Fig. 4. Prolog is
a perfect tool to design strategies for soccer players using simple rules close to human reasoning. Sometimes this reasoning

Data Record

Data Synthesis

Var1

Var2

...

VarN

Convert crisp
to fuzzy data

Recognition
process through
RFuzzy

Recognition result
Fig. 3. Methodology of data recognition.
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Fig. 4. System architecture for RoboCupSoccer server.

needs to deal with uncertainty, fuzziness or incompleteness of the information. These issues are solved in [9,8] by using Fuzzy Prolog [5,23,21,41]. Fuzzy Prolog is so expressive that the syntax of its answers is represented using constraints, so a great
amount of information can be provided in a compact formula. Nevertheless, for the same reason it is a notation difﬁcult to
understand for the potential users.
Nowadays we are working on another proposal that uses a combination of Prolog and RFuzzy to implement the cognitive
layer in RoboCupSoccer, which has the advantage of incorporating fuzzy logic as conventional logic in this layer [20]. The
advantage with respect to former approaches is the expressivity and simplicity of RFuzzy that allows to represent all information of the problem and, at the same time, provides understandable results for the queries.
8. Conclusions
We presented a fuzzy logic programming framework called RFuzzy. RFuzzy is a serious attempt to provide a useful tool
for modelling real problems and applying fuzzy reasoning to them. It is a very expressive tool with a simple syntax that
makes it adequate for modelling real application cases. Some of RFuzzy’s characteristics are representation of default
(and conditional default) values, types and syntax for functions and (continuous and discrete) rules. After some years of fertile research in this ﬁeld, we provide in this work a complete compilation and reformulation of all previous publications related to syntax and operational semantics of RFuzzy. Interesting novel contributions are also included: we discuss some real
applications for which our framework is currently being employed (Section 7). Most importantly, we provide the formal
declarative semantics of our approach (Section 3) along with a soundness and completeness result that links operational
and declarative semantics.
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